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Directions (Q. 1-10) :  In each of the following sentences

there are blank space(s). Find out which pair of words can

be filled up in the blanks in the sentence in the same

sequence to make it grammatically correct.

1. The government must now ______ its seriousness by moving

away from the ______ policies of the past.

1) ensconce, conscientious 2) masquerade, equitable

3) shelter, scrupulous 4) demonstrate, flawed

2. Only if business continues to expand can it ______ enough

new jobs to make up for those that will be ______ by

automation.

1) produce, required 2) invent, introduced

3) create, eliminated 4) repeal, reduced

3. People who have been through difficult, painful and not

very______ change efforts often end up ______ both

pessimistic and angry conclusions.

1) successful, drawing 2) meaningful, projecting

3) reliable, evolving 4) strong, following

4. It would be impossible for us to continue living in this world

if each of us ______ exactly what fate had in ______ for him.

1) follow, plan 2) appreciate, strategy

3) design, anticipation 4) knew, store
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1. (4) 2. (3) 3. (2) 4. (4) 5. (3) 6. (1) 7. (1)

8. (4) 9. (3) 10. (1)

5. It is the ______ of selfishness for man, who fully ______ in

their own case the great advantages of good education, to

deny these advantages to women.

1) parody, demand 2) height, appreciate

3) height, assimilate 4) degree, appreciate

6. The learner should be ______ to take a small first step, one

that will provide immediate success and ______ the learning.

1) encouraged, reinforce 2) forced, organise

3) directed, reorganize 4) cautioned, reinforce

7. His death ______ more tributes than have been paid at the

______ of any other human in history.

1) brought, passing 2) directed, helm

3) delivered, description 4) invited, living

8. Only with executive ______ can the organization concentrate

its energies on ______ competitive advantage over time.

1) position, embarking 2) development, directing

3) contingent, fabricating 4) commitment, sustaining

9. All the performances of human art, at which we look with

praise or wonder, are ______ of the restless ______ of

perseverance.

1) manifestations, pronouncement

2) projections, component

3) instances, force 4) proofs, humanity

10. Vision is usually ______ most effectively when many different

______ are used.

1) developed, manifestations 2) adapted, organizations

3) communicated, vehicles 4) exhibited, forms


